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7. brain park island

Landscaped as a forest with open spaces in which

typical enclaves are settled. Both elevated network

and narrow road system at grade move through the

forest.

8. shopping-residential island

Two naturally shaped hills as four huge buildings with

craters and canyons deliver a glazed outside skin and

open public atriums inside. The large hill is cut two

times by two satellites with boulevard like openings.

The atriums are the scale of venues.

9. hotel island

A mega city block with 14 different gardens. All hotel

rooms and apartments in the ‘wings’ of the project

have two different gardens on both sides. A building

at the scale of The Louvre is embedded. The block is

elevated to open up the gardens visually to the public

on all sides.
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10. warehousing island

This stretched extension of newly built warehouses is

situated in a landscaped park at the scale of New

York City Central Park. All warehouses are on top of

parking decks and oriented to the Lachine Canal.

11. commercial island

A laissez faire lay-out defines the market freedom of

the present commercial enterprises.

12. park island

A new park, as an extension of the Saint-Jacques

green space escarpment, will highlight this island.

13. cultural museum galery island

To deepen the cultural industrial heritage of a series

of warehouses, all buildings have their own plot with

their own gardens. Each building has the right and

space to extend within its own plot. New buildings are

developed, enhancing and extending the current ones.
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The network

The network links the local boroughs and com-

munities with the heavy infrastructures and the

seven islands. It is made of a modular elevated

linear deck at +6 m. serviced with ramps, stairs,

escalators and elevators. It has integrated light-

ing and facilities like service stations for bicycle

and electric scooter rental. Landscape and ve-

hicles can pass below at grade.
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